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This project aims to develop a wearable sensor system monitoring symptoms of epilepsy,
Parkinson’s disease and the rehabilitation progress of stroke patients. These neurological
disorders are chronic conditions and in today’s healthcare there is a difficulty in evaluating
treatments, due to that the evaluation is based on the symptoms as described by the
patient.(Dalton et al., 2012) Therefore there is an interest from the healthcare in an objective
assessment tool making it possible to monitor the patient’s symptoms and progress during a
longer period of time and in the convenience of their everyday life. We aim to develop a
wearable system that is accepted by the patients regarding the comfort and that is user
friendly. The key challenges concerning the wearable sensor system are the integration of
technology in a garment and the patient sensor interface.
To be able to get reliable data from the sensors integrated in a garment, a close-fitting
garment is needed to avoid artifacts connected to movement between garment and body.
Pattern construction and sensor placement are of importance (Cho and Lee, 2015) both with
respect to comfort for the wearer and for noise reduction. Using 3D body scanning in
combination with virtual mannequins, personalised wearable sensor systems that fit different
body shapes can be developed, where also the sensors are correctly positioned.
Our wearable system is to monitor the heart rate, oxygen saturation, blood pressure and
movements of the wearer. The focus of this paper is on fully textile sensors for human
motion. Replacing conventional electronic sensors with textiles is expected to enhance the
comfort of the wearer and facilitate integration into garments. It is also attractive to reduce
the number of connections between soft textile and rigid electronics. One approach to
realising movement sensors is to integrate electromechanical material, such as piezoelectric
bicomponent fibres, creating structures that produce an electrical output in response to
repetitive movements. Piezoelectric bicomponent fibres previously developed in our research
group (Lund et al., 2012) are highly suitable for integration
into textile
constructions.(Rundqvist, 2014) We are currently evaluating a number of textile structures
using these fibres, with respect to their sensitivity to movement. Further, the structures are
being modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics, as a first step towards using FEM as a design
tool in research and development of textile sensors.
In an ongoing interdisciplinary research project, wearITmed, partners from healthcare,
electronics and textiles development (Sahlgrenska Academy, Acreo ICT, The Swedish
School of Textiles, Swerea IVF and Medtech West) collaborate to develop a novel wearable
sensor system for use in healthcare.
The financial support from SSF (Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research) is gratefully
acknowledged.
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